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PREACHING OBEDIENCE TO THE GOSPEL

Student’s Name:  ______________________________________________

Introduction & Chapter 1

ONE’S CONVERSION TO GOD

Fill in the blanks:

Answers

how,  silent,  saved,  different,  information,  after,  written,  faith,  right,  same,  conversion,  opportunity

1. The purpose of chart 1 is to allow our friends the opportunity to share their religious _______________ with us in order

that we have the _______________ to share our conversion according to the Bible.

2. Once all the questions have been asked, and answers written on the Life Line, if the one with whom you are talking was

converted in the _______________ manner, then all the question answers should be on the _______________ line.

3. Making a _______________ record of the prospect’s conversion allows them the opportunity to review all that took place

in their lives in reference to their _______________ .

4. _______________ completing the presentation of all the charts, then share with the one with whom you have been talking

their conversion _______________ that they recorded on the Life Line.

5. If what one has written on the Life Line is _______________ from what the Bible teaches, then you must keep

_______________ concerning what differences appear between the prospect’s conversion and what the Bible teaches

until the end of the study.

6. If what is shared by the prospect is different than what the Bible teaches, then you should state and ask, “That is not the

way I was _______________ May I share with you _______________ I was saved?”

Chapter 2

GOD IS OUR CREATOR

Fill in the blanks:

Answers

hearts,  standard,  judged,  underestimate,  accountability,  law,  obey,  Christ,  traditions,  judgment,  Creator,  right,  final,

evidences

1. The purpose of chart 2 is to emphasize the fact that the word of God will be the only _______________ by which all men

will be _______________ in the final judgment.

2. If you study with someone who does not believe that the Bible is our _______________ authority in religious matters, then

you must stop your study of these charts and begin a study in Christian _______________ .

3. If God is our _______________,  then certainly He has the _______________ to give man laws by which to live.

4. In final _____ we will be judged by the word of _______________ .

5. Since we will not be judged by religious _______________, then we can find comfort in the fact that keeping traditions is

not as important as keeping the _______________ of Christ.

6. Since we will be judged by the law of Christ, then our _______________ to this law is that we _______________ Jesus.

7. The personal evangelist must never _______________ the hold that religious traditions have on the _______________

of people.

Memory Verses:  Isaiah 59:1,2;  John 12:48;  Acts 17:30,31;  Romans 3:9,10,23; 5:12;  6:3-6,23;  8:1;  1 Corinthians
15:1-4,20-22; 2 Corinthians 5:10;  Ephesians 1:7;  2 Thessalonians 1:7-9;  2 Timothy 2:10;  James 4:17;  1 Peter 3:15;
4:17;  1 John 3:4




